
MORSE

It´s a circus and dance performance with three artists, it´s posible to perform inside
or outside. Suitable for all audiences, but especially for teenager and young people.



“We don´t assert to be clear with the thing that we want hand over, we want to
“propose” and that the spectator gives the answer to that one. That´s why we don´t 
have text and that we use a language more universal like circus and dance disciplines 
to deliver ideas that they can be the subject of talks.”

“With three artists, who each play a distinct role, the authoritarian who feel superior 
of the others, the naive person with her youth and her ingenuousness and the 
diplomatic person with her fears of break norms, we make a tour in which we observe 
that the diferences of the role use to create diferences, distances and disputes, but 
we discover that this diferences can be complementary to achieve your aim, your 
challenge and your dream too.”



Artists

Mar Garcia
Begona Penaranda
Joseba Uribarri

There are three artists who participate of Zirkozaurre program, HAZTEGIA it´s the
creation place of Zirkozaurre fnanced by the "Fábricas de creación" program of
basque government  and since  2015  by  the provincial  delegation  has  project  and
cultural interest.
Equally  by  the  local  government  has  a  cultural  activity  and  in  2017  by  "Bilbao
Ekintza" has a revitalizing project of Zorrotzaurre.

Any  years  since  2013  Zirkozaurre  open  the  application  of  HAZTEGIA  for  artistics
residence in which we pursue the following objectives:

Improve the accompaniment creadors, artists and promoters in their artistics projet
of circus professional, in a creation space in Basque Country. 
That permit create Morse.



Artistic fle

Artistic coordination :
Marta Torrents (Cia Fet a Ma).

Staging:
Marta Torrents y ZIRKOZAURRE

Artists:
Mar Garcia
Begona Penaranda
Joseba Uribarri

Sound technician :
Gorka Pereira

Production and management:
Zirkozaurre



Technical fle

Circus and dance performance with three artists without text.
50 minutos.

Street or room

Smooth space, fat and without tilt 
Ideal dimension 8 m* 8 m* 8 m,
minimum 5 m* 5 m* 5 m

Plug 220 V

Assembly 2 hours
Dismantling 1 hours

4 person on tour



Contact

Inés Delgado and Laurine Martin

Zirkozaurre: Ribera de Deusto 70b 48014 Bilbao
www.zirkozaurre.com 
zirkozaurre@gmail.com  zirkozaurre.mediacion@gmail.com 

+34 946 521 038
+34 665 595 781

COMPANY. 
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